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Did Moderna Manually Add “Ingredients” to COVID
Jabs? Dr. Daniel Nagase
Leaked Information by Moderna Vaccine Production Engineer
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***

The Canadian industrial engineer at Moderna, Dr. Daniel Nagase, reported that a Moderna
COVID jab production engineer leaked crucial information about Moderna adding manually
“small  quantities of  additions” (described by Moderna as “highly sensitive trade secret
adjuvants”) to the vaxx-vails. These “adjuvants” when analyzed, revealed that they were to
sterilize women, or cause miscarriages. The impact of such injections could last over one or
more generations.

*

On 20 March 2022, Dr. Daniel Nagase gave this speech to a Canadian crowd:

This is the summarizing transcript of the video, as published on 22 March 2022, by For Life
on Earth:

“Dr  Nagase  amplifies  the  message  that  I  have  been  reiterating  for  three  years:  the
Creator gave you your abilities and you have a duty to do everything that you are
capable of to stand up for justice, truth and love.  We have all been conditioned to
believe that we are not good enough, we don’t know enough, and someone else who is
more expert should do something instead of us.  Dr. Nagase illustrates that he was
fooled by believing in an “expert”.  The system wants you to be cowed by experts, and
to my mind, this is exactly the mistake that we all make.  We listen over and over to the
same  pundits,  while  sitting  and  doing  nothing  ourselves.   We  are  living  through
unprecedented times and we are assailed by a conspiracy such as we have never seen
in human history,  deploying technologies that  we know nothing of.   There are no
experts  under  these  circumstances.   All  those  people  with  their  impressive
qualifications are as adrift as you are.  And many – if not most – of them are complete
idiots and/or slaves to the system that is killing us, actively participating in our and their
own demise.
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Listen  to  your  heart,  listen  to  your  intuition,  be  confident  that  you  always  know right
from wrong and that you CAN act, you CAN speak out, you CAN succeed.  Millions of
people are now in action to defend humanity against this assault.  Be one of them and
do everything in your power,  at  whatever level,  to stop this monstrous crime and
instead create and be part of the world we want to see.  By creating the world we want
to  live  in,  we  stop  the  crime.   Think  about  energy:  it  flows  around  obstacles.   By
bypassing the egregious plans of the perpetrators, by refusing to participate in them in
any way, shape or form, whether that be in our everyday lives, at the post office or at
the supermarket, at work or in your interactions with others, by ending our participation
and refusing to compromise ourselves, and by focusing on the world we want to see, we
leave them in the dust.  That means abandoning the prime tool of control: that “smart”
phone that  you are  constantly  clutching.   Get  rid  of  that  and get  rid  of  wireless
technology and you have crushed the conspiracy in a single act.  For without wireless
technology, there can be no technocracy, no inventorying of the entire world down to
every last blade of grass,  no manipulation of the thoughts and emotions of whole
regions of people, no digital currencies, no cyborgs, and no “smart” city prisons.  YOU
are constructing your own prison around you and the whole human race by your refusal
to  give  up  your  “smart”  phone.   You  can  still  communicate  –  just  use  a  cabled
computer.  You will be amazed at the change in yourself once that satanic scrying
screen is gone from your life.  You will be freeer and happier than you have been for
years.

Dr  Nagase  explains  that  over  a  billion  women  of  childbearing  age  have  been
deliberately targeted for sterilization by these poison injections, which change DNA for
eternity, and what is worse, even if an injected woman manages to bear children, the
effects may skip a generation and appear in grandchildren or great-grandchildren.  He
says that the human race has been changed forever by these injections.  He asks if we
should ban such children from being able to have children of their own.”

This is the full post anonymously published on 9 December 2020 as a 4chan post; see this.
And this is the original post:

“I’m  an  industrial  engineer  at  Moderna  and  the  other  one  of  us  is  a  process
development  engineer.  I’m  sure  the  same  thing  is  happening  with  Pfizer-BioNTech.  It
was hard to put things together based on the small quantities of additions happening in
manual step (highly unorthodox for a continuous process production). The explanation
we got was highly sensitive trade secret adjuvants being added. Digging in deeper
showed how sensitive it actually was.

Most people’s understanding of this novel vaccine type is that it works as follows:
1. Make mRNA coding for S protein
2. Make lipid nanoparticle delivery system
3. Profit

How it actually works from what we’ve uncovered:
1. Make mRNA coding for S protein
2. Make mRNA coding for mutant versions of CYP19A1 and CDKN1B in smaller amounts
3. Make sure that while delivery system for (1) mostly ends up in liver, most of (2) ends
up in the gonads
4. Make sure form and quantity of additive upregulating LINE-1 reverse transcription
activity makes it hard to detect among legit adjuvants

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/295621351/
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5. Effects from (2) integrated by (4) are recessive; mildly oncogenic effects in vaccine
recipients unlikely to be noticed for many years
6. (5) recessive but since most of population vaccinated, in next generation female
offspring have premature ovarian failure

(6) coincides with poor people being obsoleted by AI and robotics, so we didn’t have to
dig for motivation.
We’ve taken precautions but fear for our safety. So far,  I  don’t think we’ve raised
suspicion, but can’t be sure. Not sure what to do. Avoiding taking the vaccine makes us
prime suspects for this leak.”

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have been supportive of Moderna. Bill Gates is known
for his eugenist narrative. He doesn’t make a secret of it.

See also his Ted speech of February 2010, “Innovating to Zero” – video 27 min.

In addition, and until recently he propagated and pledged openly or indirectly for a reduced
world population. He is in alliance with the Rockefellers and the Rockefeller Foundation –
and other of the financial elites – who fall into the same category.

Depopulation is part of the Great Reset, alias UN Agenda 2030.

We should be aware of it, and do whatever we can to resist any moves towards the Great
Reset, the goals of which are numerous – all very-very human unfriendly.

Please orient ourself and stand up against any potentially coming tyranny.

Beware of Moderna jabs – and of Pfizer jabs. They almost certainly follow the same pattern.

Beware of all mRNA vaxxes – for your own safety and that of future generations.

*

https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gates_innovating_to_zero?language=en
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@globalresearch_crg and Twitter at @crglobalization. Feel free to repost and share widely
Global Research articles.  

Peter Koenig is a geopolitical analyst and a former Senior Economist at the World Bank and
the World Health Organization (WHO), where he has worked for over 30 years on water and
environment around the world. He lectures at universities in the US, Europe and South
America. He writes regularly for online journals and is the author of Implosion – An Economic
Thriller  about  War,  Environmental  Destruction and Corporate Greed;  and  co-author  of
Cynthia McKinney’s book “When China Sneezes: From the Coronavirus Lockdown to the
Global Politico-Economic Crisis” (Clarity Press – November 1, 2020).

He is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG).
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